Use scientific, analytical methods effectively in research: Prof Wahid
Srinagar, Nov 9: Central University of Kashmir (CUK) Vice-Chancellor, Prof
Abdul Wahid, today advised the research scholars to effectively utilize
scientific and analytical methods while pursuing their research studies in
different fields.
“The candidates aspiring to pursue research in any stream should choose the
topic with utmost seriousness and should thoroughly study the material
available about the subject from different sources,” Prof Abdul Wahid said
while delivering the valedictory address during the concluding ceremony of the
week long workshop on “Research Methodology” organized by the Department
of Management Studies CUK at the campus office here.
Prof Abdul Wahid who was flanked by University Registrar, Dr. Abdul Gani
and Head of the Department Management Studies, Dr. Farooq Ahmad Shah said
the researcher should collect data relevant to the research topic, adding the work
should be original, qualitative, relevant and purposeful.
The Vice-Chancellor said the University Grants Commission, the umbrella body
of the higher educational institutions in India, has hosted the research papers of
scholars on its website in order to curb the menace of plagiarism. “The research
projects have been made public so that the people could evaluate them,” he said
adding that these research documents also provide an insight to the aspiring
researchers.
Prof Abdul Wahid expressed his gratitude to internationally acclaimed research
expert, Prof. V V Haragopal of Osmania University Hyderabad for his
presentations about various research tools which could be adopted by the
budding researchers.
CUK Registrar, Dr. Abdul Gani said the varsity was mulling to provide many
facilities to the scholars pursuing research through CUK. “The scholars will be
provided remote access to the research material and other documents,” Dr. Gani
said. He said the University would be holding more workshops for upgrading
the knowledge of the scholars.
Dr. Farooq Ahmad Shah thanked the Vice-Chancellor for his support and
cooperation in holding the workshop. Dr. Farooq Ahmad said the workshop has
been successful in making the scholars aware about the ways and means to
conduct the research.
Dr. Fayaz Ahmad Nikka Associate Professor conducted the programme while
as Mir Insha Farooq Assistant Professor presented the vote of thanks.

